
Our company is hiring for a sales manager, digital. Please review the list of
responsibilities and qualifications. While this is our ideal list, we will consider
candidates that do not necessarily have all of the qualifications, but have sufficient
experience and talent.

Responsibilities for sales manager, digital

Network nationally, regionally, and locally to stay updated on emerging
digital trends, rates and product solutions
Develop an energy + intelligence solution selling framework for Current —
tailor deal lifecycle, enablement deliverables, required resources, technology
support, maturity model, sales methodology , hardware + software with focus
on Digital, Solar and Business Apps solutions
Bring a rolodex of CSuite Contacts with whom you have previously done
business with
Aggressively develop and drive a sustainable commercial and solution
strategy across multiple customer divisions and geographies that is aligned to
the agreed account goals
Act as the digital expert and partner with LSM’s on digital advertising efforts
of sales team
Contribute to the overall sales strategy by forecasting revenue, expense
management, training, and developing a business plan to exceed the digital
sales budget
Work alongside the DOS on oversight of all the digital sales products,
inventory management and pricing strategies
Manage, coach, train and motivate the digital AE and Digital Sales
Coordinator
Create and sustain business relationships with the Account Executives by
coaching, assisting with presentations, prospecting, building plans,
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Identify new opportunities to expand reach of digital solutions through
introducing new products and features

Qualifications for sales manager, digital

Performs demand generation through focused e-mail and phone campaigns,
webcasts, social media venues, and other demand generation activities
Cultivates leads by assessing the opportunity, communicating the value
propositions for the customer, and following up in a timely manner
Builds and maintains relationships with key executives and decision makers
Demonstrates thought leadership with customers and stay apprised of the
industry trends by contributing to social media sites
Complies and adheres to CA Code of Ethics and Compliance requirements
Engages effective relationships’ with CA’s internal and external partners


